%'e study a model Hamiltonian consisting of N Ising models coupled pairwise through a fourspin interaction K~. %hen N =2 this model is the well-known Ashkin-Teller model which shows nonuniversal critical behavior in two dimensions in the neighborhood of K4 =0. To see if this behavior persists for N & 2 we perform a first-order-perturbation expansion around the decoupling point in two dimensions. As an aid in interpreting the results of this perturbation expansion we have determined the phase diagram of the system through mean-field theory and Monte Carlo studies in 10th two and three dimensions for N = 3. The results show that N = 2 is special because the coupling between Ising models is marginal over a range of values of K4. %'e discuss the effect of the coupling K4 for N W 2.
I. INTRODUCTION Recent work in critical phenomena' ' has sho~n that the critical points and lines of many twodimensional systems can be mapped into each other. By introducing new models we hope to find qualitatively new behavior which will enrich our understanding of critical phenomena. We have studied the model Hamiltonian X = HlkT-N =E2 X Xa (r)a (r') &~a~1 + -, ' Eg X X~a '(r) a' s'(r) a(r') x a '&'(r') where n and P label different Ising spins (distinguished by their color) at a site and (rr') denotes a nearest-neighbor bond on a lattice. For N =1 this is the Hamiltonian for the Ising model whereas N =2
gives the usual Ashkin-Teller model. The limit N 0 is relevant to problems with quenched randomness. 4 In general we could add in coupling between several colors, but these are expected to be irrelevant near K4-0 which is the limit of greatest interest. These generalized models are called 2 -state cubic models' since the states of the system can be represented by a vector pointing along the diagonal of an N-dimensional cube.
We have studied this model for small E4 and arbitrary N through renormalization-group methods and specialized to the case N = 3 to determine the phase diagram through mean-field theory and Monte Carlo studies. We begin this paper with a review of operator expansion methods in renormalization-group calculations.
II. PERTURBATION THEORY %1TH A MARGINAL OPERATOR
We present a general method for deriving renormalization-group flow equations in two dimensions as a perturbation expansion in the coupling strength of a marginal operator6' (the generalization to other dimensions is simple). We then apply this method to study the Hamiltonian (I) for arbitrary N, with EC4-0.
Consider a Hamiltonian +close to its critical point X". Let {O,j be a complete set of eigenoperators of the linearized renormalization transformation (i.e. , LO, =y, O, from the logarithmic expression, and
where j(r) denotes the nearest neighbors of r, and
- (e) .
is the average energy density on o,. The Hamiltonian becomes
from the integral expression. If (0(( r ( -r 2) 0,(0) U(b) )0 can be expressed as p, /b (0(( r ( -r 2) O((0) )0, Eqs. (6) and (7) 
The renorglalization flow equations fol E2 and E4 Together with Eq. (12) these results show that, to first order in E4, (17) and (18) 
+ rt2(r) r23(r) rt2(r') r23(r')], (22) and j (r) are the nearest neighbors of r. The singlesite partition function is Z(r) = Xi t~t &le r and the free energy is approximately F = -glnZ(r) +K2 X X (a (r)) (a (r')) 3 +-, 'K4 X X (a (r)a&(r))(a (r')a~(r'))
The averages are given by the formulas (a'(r) ) = X a (r) e~Z(r) configs atr (a'(r) as(r) ) = X a (r) as(r) e f Z(r) (a o&) AO, (a ) =0, and(a'a2) (a2a3) (a a') )0.
Near point E we expect that (a'o~) = +1 for all products. Thus a (r) =+as(r) with high probability and the Hamiltonian takes the form These equations can be solved if we make some assumptions about the relationship between averages at r and averages at r'. %e will only consider K2 & 0, so we will always assume (a (r) ) = (a'(r') ). For K4) 0 we assume (a. (r)as(r)) = (a. (r')as(r')), while for K4 (0 we also consider staggered products.
Kith these assumptions we look for solutions of Eqs.
(21). The solution which gives lowest free energy is taken to be the true mean-field solution.
X =3K2 X a (r) a'(r') +const This shows that there will be an Ising-like transition at K2= 3 K, ', where each color orders conforming to the requirement sgn( (a ) )sgn( (as) ) =sgn((a a&)).
A. K4 &0
The mean-field phase diagram for the W =3 model is shown in Fig. 1 In particular, the Baxter phase at x = --, has the same energy as a configuration with only two colors and their product ordered ferromagnetically. This latter configuration has higher entropy, so at finite temperature we expect to find a phase characterized by this configuration. In Fig. 1 Note that the transitions along GI' and IJ are first order. In mean-field theory these transitions were second order, so the first-order nature must be due For all x ( -0.5, (a as) ap = (o") = 0.94 at T =0.
Note that we still have (o'o'a )As 1. 0 at low temperature since flipping two colors at a single site leaves the triple product unchanged.
Mean-field theory predicted a tetracritical point (I in Fig. 1 T =0 single-spin flips were never observed and the system remained ordered. If, however, we allow for more than a single color to flip at one time on a given site the system quickly disorders both colors and products of two colors by flipping two colors simultaneously.
In three dimensions multiple-spin flips produced only a slight disordering. Note that this process leaves rtz3(r) = a'(r) a'(r) a(r) invar-i-.
ant. Since the ordering is AF Ising-like in the variable r~23(r) we believe that this transition is in the Ising model universality class, and we note that for
